
Art as Springboard

Visual Art can act as a great springboard into other curriculum areas. As a cross-curricular tool, Art...
·       is a simple and engaging way to introduce topics.
·       provides a method of extending learning and engagement across the curriculum.
·       offers an accessible approach to topics.
·       can help to standardise approaches to critical thinking and questioning.
·       allows teachers to remove barriers between disciplines, creating a more holistic approach to learning.
 
This toolkit offers practical prompts for integrating visual art into other areas of the curriculum, using it to
enhance and facilitate teaching and learning in those areas. This resource is simply a starting point, with a few
suggested prompts for each subject area, giving a quick sense of how Art could be used. more widely.

Many of the activities can be adapted for EYFS, Key Stage 1 and Key Stage 2. For activities that require
artworks, images from the Swindon Collection of Modern British Art are available on Powerpoints on the 'Art on
Tour' Blog or in the student ‘Art Cards’ resource. For specific curriculum links to individual artworks, have a look
at the ‘Curriculum and Topic Links’ toolkit on the blog. At the end of each subject section below, we give
suggestions of a handful of artworks from the Swindon Collection which lend themselves to the subject.
(www.swindonmuseumandartgallery.org.uk/artontour)

Talking Heads – students should use the list
of questions for ‘Approaching Artworks
with People In’ (in the toolkit ‘Helping
Students Explore Artworks’) to mind-map
ideas about a ‘character’ in a given 
artwork. They should then use 
their ideas to write a first-person
monologue as that character.

Making a poem - use an artwork as
stimulus for creating poems. 

Exploding Artworks – display a
representational artwork on the board
and ask students to label the nouns –
what can they see, hear, touch, smell and
taste? In a different colour, ask them to
label the adjectives – how would they
describe parts of the image or how
would they extend the nouns they have
already suggested? In another colour,
ask them to add any verbs which are
relevant, either to the content of the
work, or the artist making the work. In a
final colour, they can add adverbs to the
verbs for more clarity. They could do this
verbally, on the board, or on copies of the
                          artwork. You could even time
                                 them at each stage and
                                  create a competition! 

USING ART AS A SPRINGBOARD TO ENGLISH

Teacher 
Toolkit

Using Visual Art to kick-start learning across the Primary Curriculum

We’re Going On An Art Hunt – great for
learning vocabulary at EYFS - give students
a colour, shape or texture and see who can
touch an example in the room first – this
might need a larger space or a space with
chosen objects placed on the floor! You
could also do this activity with artworks
displayed around the room. It also works
well when students have ‘bingo 
grids’  to find in pairs. The first pair 
to complete the grid shouts ‘bingo!’



What does Sadness Wear? – ask
students to personify an emotion 
            or abstract noun by drawing it. If
             Sadness were a person: what 
             would they look like? What would
       they wear? What job would they
do? Where would they live? How would
they walk? What would they do in their
spare time? Drawings can be labelled,
or turned into pieces of writing.

Display Labels – display an artwork and
ask students to write its display label
for an exhibition. They need to include
a description of the artwork, some
information about the artist, and some
ideas about the artist’s intention. They
could also include some questions to
help the visitor think about the 
piece. You could use a writing 
frame or a scaffolded example. 

Descriptive writing – show students a
landscape painting and ask each member of
the class to make a verbal descriptive
statement about it. You might want to collect
some of their ideas or vocabulary on the
board. Students should then use this to
create a full written description of the
painting, perhaps with supporting prompts
which focus their ideas on certain parts of the
image. They should write it as if setting the
scene in a novel rather than describing it to
someone else (eg – ‘gusting winds shook the
trees fiercely’ rather than ‘the wind is blowing
the trees’). Encourage use of the senses.

Character interviews - students should
use the list of questions for
‘Approaching Artworks with People In’
(in the toolkit ‘Helping Students
Explore Artworks’) to create an
interview with a ‘character’ in a given
artwork, or to write part of a play script
involving dialogue between subjects.

Bringing art to life – give students a
landscape painting and ask them to bring it to
life in a piece of writing by adding characters
and movement. Which character are they
going to add, what are they doing and where
are they going?

Writing for different purposes and audiences
– artworks can prompt a variety of writing,
from informative articles (eg – ‘my favourite
artwork’ or a factual article about an artist), to
explanations of art movements or mediums,
instructions for an art activity, reviews of
artworks or exhibitions, informative 
display labels (see above), or creative 
writing (see above).

Dancing Teapots – show students
examples of anthropomorphised
objects (eg – the tea-pots in ‘Beauty
and the Beast’, ‘Thomas the Tank
Engine’). Give them a simple object
(fruit works well) and ask them to
create an anthropomorphised drawing.
They could describe/annotate their
character when finished, thinking
about their physical traits, but also their
personality – encourage pupils to think
about how they show emotion. 

Creative writing – students use an
artwork as the basis for a piece of
descriptive or narrative creative
writing. The best artworks for this
activity either have a narrative, a clear
location, or a focal object or character.
Abstract art only works well for higher
levels of challenge! Students may find
it useful to label artwork copies first.

Art Stories – show students an artwork and
read them a linked short story or picture
book. Ask them to talk about the links
between the two (each of our ‘Art Burst’
resource packs is based on a particular
artwork and gives suggestions of 
linked texts for EYFS and KS1/2).

Comic Strips – when reading a class text, ask
students to create comic strips of parts of
the plot as they go along. It will cement their
understanding of character, plot, narrative
arc, and setting.

A-Z – elicit suggestions for an alphabetical
list of art terms, artists, paintings, mediums,
or descriptive vocabulary, depending on the
student group. (A – artist, B – brush, C –
canvas, etc)



Body on the Wall – this is really useful
for character analysis when reading a
class text. In small groups, students
should draw around one of their group
members on a few pieces of flipchart
paper or the back of an old role of
wallpaper. They should then use the
body shape to create the appearance of
a given character. Inside the body shape
they should note down everything they
know about the character, including
personality, and any other information
about their life. Around the outside of
the body, they should write down
anything they know about the 
emotions of the character, their
relationships with other characters, 
and their actions within the plot. 
These can be displayed and added to 
as characters develop.

George Warner Allen - Elektra
Charles Blackman – The Family
Grant Aston – Radioactivitat
Maggi Hambling – Descent of the Bull’s Head
Christopher Nevinson – The Latin Quarter
L.S Lowry – A Procession

Starting Points for English in the Swindon Collection: 

(images of all the artworks listed can be found in the Powerpoints within the Learning Library 
on our blog)

Analysing setting - when reading a
description of setting in a class text, ask
students to draw the setting which has
been described as accurately as possible.
They could also annotate it with quotations
from the text.

Story beginnings – show students a
representational artwork and ask them
‘what happens next?’ They must imagine
the artwork is a still image from a film –
what has happened just before and what
happens in the next scene? They should
discuss with a partner or group and then
write the next part of the ‘story’.

Vocabulary Blitz – give students a set of
words on flashcards and a set of Art Cards
               (see blog). They should match each 
          word to one of the artworks. You could
               time them as a race or make it a
          more thoughtful activity. Ask them to 
                               explain their choices.

Persuasive writing – show students an
artwork and ask them to create a sales
advert for the painting, or to produce a
piece of persuasive writing that persuades
the reader that this is the best/worst
artwork ever created. You could support
students with suggestions for persuasive
vocabulary and art terminology. It 
would help them to have studied 
the painting before attempting this .

Connecting poems and art - give
students a set of short poems or quotes,
and a set of Art Cards (see blog). They
should match an artwork to each
poem/quote and explain their choice.
Alternatively, following study of a poem,
students could choose an
accompanying artwork from the
Collection to illustrate it, using the Art
Cards.



Forging an Artwork – this works best for
abstract art and older age groups. In groups,
students decide on an observer and an
artist. Groups need a set of coloured pencils
and a piece of paper. Display an artwork at
the front of the classroom so students can’t
see it. Invite the observers from each group
to come up and look at the artwork for 30
seconds. They return to their groups and
describe the artwork. The designated artist 
           in each group has to re-create the 
               artwork as described. The other 
               team members ask questions and 
           support the artist, but cannot draw or 
               observe the artwork themselves.
             Observers cannot draw. Observers
can return to look at the artwork as many
times as they like but can look for no more
than 30 seconds each time. After a
designated time, collect in all forged
artworks and give a prize for the most
accurately forged! This also works well for
‘sculptures’ made out of Duplo or Lego, as
long as you have enough bricks! 

Guess Who?! (or Guess What?!) – display a
number of artworks on the board. One student
from each pair chooses an artwork and the
other has to guess which they have chosen by
asking closed questions. Is it a landscape? Is red
the main colour? You could display key art
terms so students can practise using 
them. This can be adapted for different 
levels of challenge by choosing artworks 
with either similar or distinctive elements.

The Line Game - students stand in two
rows either-side of an imaginary line. Give
statements about a displayed artwork to
elicit their opinions; if students agree with
the statement, they step forward onto the
line. (ie - I like this artwork; I think this
artwork is boring; this is a bright artwork;
this artwork makes me feel happy) Pick one
student to explain their response. 

USING ART AS A SPRINGBOARD TO ORACY, SPEAKING
AND LISTENING, DRAMA, OR COLLABORATIVE WORK

Visual art lends itself to a dialogic approach involving discussion, collaboration and questioning. 
To this end, Art is an incredibly useful tool for developing verbal literacy.

Quick-fire Observation - display an artwork
on a screen. Ask one student from team A
and one from team B to take it in turns to
state an element of the artwork (eg - an eye,
a tree, the colour blue). Two other students,
one from each team, battle it out to point to,
or touch, the given element in the artwork.
Award points for the first to find it! The level
of challenge can easily be adapted from
‘find the field’ to ‘find the isosceles triangle’! 

Surrealist sculptures – in pairs, give pupils a
set of small objects with which to create a
surrealist sculpture which must be self-
supporting. Once finished, they must give it
a title and explain it to the class (use paper
clips, post-its, tin foil, stationery, blue-tak,
sellotape, books, building blocks or toys).

Thumbs up, Thumbs down – Give students
stickers or post-its to stick on a selection of
artworks to show those they like and dislike.
Or,, they could sort Art Cards into 
like/dislike piles. Ask them to discuss,
compare and justify their choices.

Sorting Artworks – give each pair of
students a set of Art Cards (see blog). Ask
them to categorise the artworks in certain
ways (eg - by subject, colour, shape,
realism/abstraction, emotion/tone, medium)
You can also ask them to rank the artworks
(most to least realistic, brightest to dullest,
etc). A good way to encourage comparison
and discussion.

The Play’s the Thing - use an artwork 
as stimulus for a short play in groups.

My Favourite Artwork – ask students to choose
a favourite artwork from a given selection and
prepare and deliver a short speech about it,
describing it to the class and explaining why it is
their favourite – in the style of a ‘show-and-tell’.



Bringing Art to Life – display an artwork and
give small groups of students 30 seconds
to re-create the image using their bodies in
a tableau. Countdown and ask them to
freeze on zero! Award points. Repeat for a
number of artworks. Representational
artworks work well, although students will
need to be encouraged to re-create
inanimate elements  as well as 
figures! Abstract artworks are 
interesting to use with older 
students! You could develop this 
using thought-tracking, tapping certain
students in the tableau on the shoulder and
asking them to give one line in ‘character’.

Mini-curators – each pair of students needs
a pack of Art Cards (see blog), some blue-tak
and a wall space! Ask them to curate their
own gallery by choosing 10 images to exhibit.
You could give them a theme for their
exhibition, or get them to choose one (eg –
animals, people, emotions). They need to
think about the arrangement of images –
which images work well together, do they
want contrasting images next to each 
other, do they want to tell a story? 
They could then give tours!

Art Dominos – split a pack of Art Cards (see
blog) between each pair of students and
ask them to arrange the cards one by one in
a line, taking it in turns to lay them on the
table. The only rule is, cards next to each
other in the line have to link in some way 
(eg - through colour, subject, shapes, etc).

Abstract Memory Drawing – slowly give
students a series of simple drawing
instructions (eg – draw a star; now draw a
circle below it; now add a line above it) – you
could use lines, colours or shapes. Gradually
give them less time to complete each
instruction, until you are giving two
instructions at once, so that they have to
remember a series of instructions and follow
them at the same time. This helps improve
recall and working memory. 

Experts – stick copies of an abstract
artwork on the walls and ask one student in
each pair to explain the artwork to the
other, pointing to the artwork image as if
they were an expert in a gallery. They
should explain in as much detail as possible
(eg-  this blue line shows the artist was sad;
this circle is a bird flying). Remind them
there is no right or wrong interpretation.

Sales Pitch – a similar idea to the ‘Experts’
activity above, this time students try to sell
an artwork to their partner! Provide some
prompts or sentence starters, and perhaps
gather ideas for persuasive vocabulary
before they begin.

Hot-seating – display a representational
artwork and choose a student to be a
            character or an element from the 
          image, or the artist themselves. Other 
            students question them about who 
           they are or about the artwork. Students
could use the 5 Ws to frame questions and
could be asked to plan questions in advance.

Spot the Difference – ask a small group of
students to strike a pose in freeze-frame at
the front of the classroom. The rest of the
class study them intently for 30 seconds.
While the class shut their eyes, you tap two
of the group on the head and they must
quickly change something very small about
their position. The class re-open their eyes
and must spot the two differences. The first
student able to spot a difference 
swaps places with the student at the 
front who had changed their position.

Comparing Artworks - display two or more
artworks. Ask students to verbally make
comparison statements using superlative
and comparative adjectives (eg – this man is
bigger than this man, this picture is brightest)

Talking Heads – in pairs, students should use
the list of questions for ‘Approaching
Artworks with People In’ (in the toolkit
‘Helping Students Explore Artworks’) to
create an interview between a ‘character’ in a
given artwork and an interviewer.

Art Thunks – choose a question from the
‘Art Thunks’ resource or the toolkit ‘Helping
Students Explore Artworks’. Use it to kick-
start a class discussion (eg – can art be
dangerous? What shape is happiness?) 



Grant Aston – Radioactivitat
Jack Smith – Sounds and Silences
Barbara Howey – Jalan Kayu
Walter C Poole – Still Life
Edward Wadsworth – Bright Intervals
Harry Carleton Atwood – Magnolia
Charles Frederick Tunnicliffe - Goshawk

Starting Points for Science in the Swindon Collection: 

(images of all the artworks listed can be found in the 'Learning Library' Powerpoints on our blog)

Materials, their properties, changing states,
and chemical reactions – explore using art
materials – dissolve, mix, filter, 
paint pour – opportunities are 
endless!

USING ART AS A SPRINGBOARD TO SCIENCE

Kick-start topics - artworks linked to a topic
can be used really effectively to kick-start
learning, as prompts for enquiry questions
and inspiring curiosity. Have a look at some
of the suggested artworks below.

Art is a perfect companion for Science because both disciplines ask students to be curious about the world
around them. Art helps students to anchor their scientific learning in the visual, which for some makes
concepts easier to grasp. Most Science teachers will be surprised at how much Art they use as a matter of
course, from diagrams to chromatography.

              Colour, absorption, chemical states, 
                or the properties of materials  - 
               explore chromatography or marbling.

Colour and light – explore using 
rainbows, the colour wheel and mixing paint.

Animals, habitats and human biology –
explore by asking students to draw or
create collages of the things they are
studying.

Symmetry and patterns in the natural world
– explore using observational drawing,
making folded-paper prints, copying
patterns, creating leaf rubbings, etc.

Observational drawing – use it to create an
enquiry or develop a topic – ie – drawing the
scene outside in different months to
explore the seasons, or drawing a healthy
ecosystem v an unhealthy one to explore
pollution or climate change.

Sound – explore by making kazoos or other
musical instruments, or by drawing
soundwave patterns.

Chemical reactions – explore by growing
crystal gardens.

Light - explore using cyanotype sun prints

Weather and the water-cycle – explore
using targeted drawing or painting.

Elements, atomic structure and
compounds - explore through sculpture. Classification – explore by beginning with

classifying and grouping artworks.

Art plenaries – use art to capture learning
by asking students to create collages or
images of their learning or key scientific
concepts.



Michael Craig-Martin – Box that Never Closes
Mark Lancaster – Cambridge, July
William Roberts – Study for Bank Holiday in the Park
Gideon Pain – Portland Girl
Roy Bizley – Iceland Landscape
Basil Beattie - Juggler

Starting Points for Maths in the Swindon Collection: 

(images of all the artworks listed can be found in the 'Learning Library' Powerpoints on our blog)

Counting - display a number of artworks and ask
students to point to, touch or move to the image
which contains a given number of objects (eg -
which picture has 3 apples, 5 houses, 2 circles). You
could also give out a small number of Artwork Cards
(see blog) to each student in a group and ask them
to create statement comparing how many 
cards they have. (eg - I have 5 cards, I have 
one more than Sarah, Tom has two less.)

USING ART AS A SPRINGBOARD TO MATHS

Geometry (properties of shapes) – display a
number of artworks and ask students to
identify or label the different shapes used,
or display the artworks on tables, give
students a number of cut out shapes, and
ask them to match their shapes to those in
the artworks.

Geometry (position and direction) - display
a number of artworks on the board and ask
students to describe their position or the
position of elements of the artwork (eg - the
picture with the dog is above the picture
with the man, the man is near the house).
Turning pictures around can help students
to practice the language of turns or angles.

Symmetry, patterns and shapes – encourage
students to try observational drawing, looking
at artworks with mirrors, Origami, making
folded-paper prints, copying patterns, 
print-making, creating leaf rubbings, etc.

Measuring and estimating – a ruler and a suitable
artwork are perfect for this!

Angles, shapes and co-ordinates – students can
create mazes and labyrinths.

Lines, angles and shapes – display a
number of artworks and ask students to
point to, touch, or move to the artwork
               which contains horizontal/ vertical/ 
               perpendicular/or parallel lines. Works
              the same with angles or shapes. Try 
       as a quick-fire competition  in teams!

Tessellation – use an appropriate abstract artwork
to demonstrate the concept )see below) and then
ask students to produce their own tessellating
artwork.

Grid references and graphs – give students a grid or
graph which they colour in to reveal a pattern or
image as grid references or co-ordinates are read
out.

Counting and money – display a number of
artworks with post-its showing their ‘prices’.
Designate some gallery owners, give the
rest of the class some ‘play’ money and ask
them to go shopping! You could give them
different challenges – to use all of 
their money, to buy the most 
artworks possible, to buy two 
artworks where one is worth 
double the other, etc.

Scale and ratios – use sculpture as a way to
explore these topics.

Cartoons – ask students to create comic strips to
capture their learning or a particular mathematical
concept. This works well when anthropomorphising
– eg – shapes with faces, lines with names (Vertical
Veronica, Horizontal Henry!)



USING ART AS A SPRINGBOARD TO OUTDOOR LEARNING

Land or Nature Art – students create a
piece of art outside using natural materials,
or a piece of art where they temporarily
alter the landscape (eg – flattening grass
with footprints, creating photographs of
their shadows). Have a look at the art of
Richard Long in the Swindon Collection.

Create sculptures using natural materials
(eg – mud, clay, grass cuttings)

Adopt a tree – ask students to choose 
a tree to ‘adopt’ which they re-visit 
regularly to draw, paint or collect 
materials, as a way of noticing change.

Observational drawing – ask students to draw
something static in the outdoors, or ask them
to collect some natural materials to bring back
to the classroom and draw.

Find gold at the end of the rainbow – ask
students to collect natural materials with
different colours to make a ‘rainbow’.

Take photos or use hand-made viewfinders
(holes cut in card, or toilet roll tubes!) to
focus on aspects of the outdoors.

Make natural paints and pigments by crushing
natural materials like flowers or berries. Or
mind natural sculpting materials like clay.

Collage – ask students to collect natural
materials to use in a collage back in the
classroom.

Press flowers or create tree or 
leaf rubbings.

Create a ‘picture frame’ using sticks and
natural cordage – use it to frame and talk
about ‘nature pictures’.

Raymond Mason – Ginette Neveu
Jack Smith – Sounds and Silences

Starting Points for Music  in the Swindon Collection: 

(images of all the artworks listed can be found in the 'Learning Library' Powerpoints on our blog)

USING ART AS A SPRINGBOARD TO MUSIC

Art Composition – use an artwork as stimulus
for creating some music, perhaps as a
soundtrack, or to reflect a particular emotion.

Sound Pictures – give students a piece 
of paper to divide into shapes of their choosing
(they don’t have to be uniform!) Play them 30
seconds from a piece of music and ask them
to draw shapes, use colours and make marks
inside one of their shapes to represent the
music they have heard. Discuss how they
might do this – if the music was loud and scary,
what type of line would they choose? Why?

Art Soundtrack – show a series of artworks
and ask students to work in pairs to create a
soundtrack – one piece of music for each
artwork. They can use any music they know
from nursery rhymes to pop songs! 

Soundscape – ask students to observe an
artwork closely and mind-map all the
sounds they think they could hear if they
were in the artwork (they don’t have to be
able to ‘see’ all of them in the artwork!) They
should then work in pairs or small groups to
create a soundscape of the sound effects
which can be performed to the class.

Allen Jones – One Night Only
Howard Hodgkin – Gramophone



Sylvia Goss – The Printer
Patricia Madden – Bath Road Corner, Swindon
Roy Bizley – Iceland Landscape
Christopher Nevinson – Welsh Hills
George Reason – The Polluted Lake
Ken Symonds – Scene in the Great Western Railway Factor
Claude Francis Barry – Tower Bridge, London: A Wartime Nocturne
Julian Trevelyan – The Potteries
Edward James Buttar – Cricklade Landscape

Starting Points for History and Geography in the Swindon Collection: 

(images of all the artworks listed can be found in the 'Learning Library' Powerpoints on our blog)

USING ART AS A SPRINGBOARD TO HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY

Kick-start topics - artworks can be used
really effectively to kick-start History topics
as prompts for enquiry questions and
inspiring curiosity. Have a look at some of
the suggested artworks below. Students
can add questions or learning to an artwork
image and revisit it throughout the topic to
frame or capture their learning.

Human effects on the environment – use
an artwork depicting the negative effects of
humans on the environment to start
discussion on this topic. Ask students to
annotate the different effects (the toolkit
‘Curriculum and Topic Links’ and the
‘Exploring the Collection’ page on our blog
show useful artworks for this topic)

Timeline – when studying a Historical period or
event, ask students to produce an illustrated
timeline to help them capture a sequence of
events visually and memorably.

Key Figure Drawing – when studying historical
figures, ask students to draw and annotate
pictures of them. A useful way to capture
learning.

Dioramas – ask students to create 3D models
– works equally well with History or Geography.

Local Area Study – when teaching local
History or Geography, the Swindon
Collection features many artworks
depicting Swindon landmarks and changes
in Swindon throughout the 20th century.
Useful for annotation and a jumping off
point for considering changes in land-use,
architecture, employment, transport, and
daily life.

Plenaries – at the end of a lesson or topic, ask
students to create a Bayeux Tapestry-style
montage or comic strip to capture their
learning.

Maps – to introduce the study of maps, ask
students to create an aerial view, as seen by a
flying bird looking down on the school.

Physical Geography (places, maps, land-use,
climate) – on a large map outline, ask students
to use small illustrations to show their
understanding of place, land-use or climate in
given locations.


